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This mini-symposium aims to provide an integrated perspective on recent developments in optogenetics. Research in this emerging field
combines optical methods with targeted expression of genetically encoded, protein-based probes to achieve experimental manipulation
and measurement of neural systems with superior temporal and spatial resolution. The essential components of the optogenetic toolbox
consist of two kinds of molecular devices: actuators and reporters, which respectively enable light-mediated control or monitoring of
molecular processes. The first generation of genetically encoded calcium reporters, fluorescent proteins, and neural activators has
already had a great impact on neuroscience. Now, a second generation of voltage reporters, neural silencers, and functionally extended
fluorescent proteins hold great promise for continuing this revolution. In this review, we will evaluate and highlight the limitations of
presently available optogenic tools and discuss where these technologies and their applications are headed in the future.

Introduction
It is our everyday experience that light can both provide informa-
tive signals (e.g., vision) and control behavior (e.g., traffic lights).
Neuroscientists have applied optical methods since the days of
Santiago Ramón y Cajal, with each new generation of researchers
contributing more powerful tools ranging from simple stains to
highly specific molecular probes to strategies for cellular manip-
ulation with high temporal and spatial resolution. During the last
decade, the combination of optical and genetic—also known as
“optogenetic”—methods has greatly increased the effective spa-
tial resolution and specificity of probing and manipulation. The
core tools of optogenetics are targetable, genetically encoded ac-
tuator and reporter proteins that allow the use of light to either
control or report on the activity of molecular processes in specific
cell populations within networks of heterologous cell types. Con-
trolling and reporting are the two branches of a comprehensive
optogenetic approach (Fig. 1). The reporter branch involves
engineered biosensors derived from the fusion of fluorescent
protein (FP) reporters to “detector” proteins, which convert
physiological signals into changes in fluorescence output (for a
recent comprehensive review, see Chudakov et al., 2010). The
actuator branch emerged from pioneering work combining ge-
netics and stimulation via optical uncaging techniques (Lima and
Miesenböck, 2005) and now appears to be converging toward a
steadily improving family of light-activated channels and pumps
(for a recent review, see Gradinaru et al., 2010).

The first six chapters of this summary present the topics cov-
ered by the six speakers at the mini-symposium. We begin with
recent progress in ongoing efforts to generate improved fluores-
cent proteins that span the visual spectrum and have now begun
to enter the near-infrared range. We then proceed to the reporter
branch, and evaluate the most promising voltage-sensitive and
calcium-sensitive FP probes. Similar analysis is provided for the
various actuators that trigger and inhibit neuronal activity, and
for novel approaches to the optical control of intracellular signal
transduction. We conclude the report with a discussion of how
these technologies and their applications are likely to evolve in
the future.

Expanding the range of fluorescent proteins
Monomeric FPs serve as the basic components for the engineer-
ing of optical reporters of voltage, ions, and biochemical activity.
The ever-increasing need for simultaneous imaging of multiple
cellular parameters has driven the expansion of the FP color pal-
ette across the entire visible spectrum—and even beyond it. Fol-
lowing on the engineering of bright monomeric FPs based on
Aequorea victoria-enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)
and Discosoma DsRed to obtain derivatives that cover the op-
tical region from blue to red (Shaner et al., 2005), further
expansion and improvements have been achieved at both ends
of the spectrum.

Until recently, monomeric red FPs have yielded inferior
brightness and photostability relative to the widely used EGFP,
with a tendency to aggregate following prolonged expression.
However, proteins derived recently from the bulb tip anemone
Entacmaea show significant improvement over existing red FPs
in various aspects. The proteins TagRFP and mRuby offer the
brightest fluorescence in the orange wavelengths near 600 nm,
with overall brightness values (the product of extinction coeffi-
cient and quantum yield) that are respectively 150% (Merzlyak et
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al., 2007) and 120% (Kredel et al., 2009) of that of EGFP.
TagRFP-T, a variant of TagRFP, is as bright as EGFP but is also more
photostable under arc lamp or single-photon laser stimulation
(Shaner et al., 2008). A red-shifted TagRFP variant with improved
monomeric character, mKate2, has shown excellent performance in
a variety of protein fusions while exhibiting 74% of the brightness of
EGFP (Shcherbo et al., 2009).

Recent efforts have succeeded in further extending the wave-
length range of FPs. The TagRFP derivative mNeptune shows
peak excitation at 600 nm and peak emission in the far red, at 650
nm (Lin et al., 2009). mNeptune can be excited with a 633 nm

laser line, enabling the creation of report-
ers that can be imaged in a channel dis-
tinct from that used for green and orange
FPs. It may also be a suitable Förster reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) acceptor for
orange FPs, allowing dual FRET imaging
in conjunction with a cyan-and-yellow
FRET pair. Ongoing efforts to improve
mNeptune have resulted in the develop-
ment of brighter, and more monomeric
and robustly folding variants.

Beyond the realm of autocatalytic FPs,
directed evolution of bacteriophytochrome
domains has recently given rise to the infra-
red fluorescent protein IFP1.4 (Shu et al.,
2009), which is excited at 680 nm and emits
at 700 nm, allowing for the use of yet an-
other optical channel. Importantly, IFP1.4
incorporates biliverdin as its chromophore,
which typically must be supplied exog-
enously for maximum brightness.

There have been significant improve-
ments in FPs at the blue end of the spec-
trum as well. While excitation by violet
light should be performed sparingly to
avoid phototoxicity, blue and cyan FPs
can provide an additional channel for op-
tical reporters that may prove useful for
multiplexing. Two bright blue FPs, EBFP2
and mTagBFP, have been engineered
from different precursors and use differ-
ent chromophore structures (Ai et al.,
2007; Subach et al., 2008). mTagBFP is
brighter than EBFP2 (98 vs 53% of EGFP),
but EBFP2 is more photostable and, being
derived from EGFP, should be a straight-
forward replacement for Aequorea-
derived FPs in existing reporters. In
addition, an improved form of ECFP,
mTurquoise (Goedhart et al., 2010), ex-
hibits 75% of the brightness of EGFP. Col-
lectively, these developments allow the
simultaneous imaging of four reporters
using blue/cyan, green/yellow, orange,
and far-red FPs, with the potential for a
fifth channel if IFP1.4 is included.

Finally, a pair of bright orange photo-
activatable (PA) FPs has been recently de-
veloped. PA-mCherry and PA-TagRFP
are nonfluorescent in their preactivated
state, but upon photoactivation convert
to an orange fluorescent form with peak

emission at 595 nm and brightness reaching 25 and 75% of EGFP,
respectively (Subach et al., 2010). Potential applications in living
neurons could include visualization of protein movement and
single-molecule super-resolution microscopy in two channels in
combination with PA-EGFP.

Genetically targeted fluorescent protein voltage probes
Practically all fluorescent protein-based probes follow a common
design principle, involving the molecular fusion of a protein that
senses a parameter of interest (e.g., calcium, membrane voltage,
cyclic nucleotides) with an FP-based reporter. Voltage-gated ion

Figure 1. Genetically encoded, targetable actuator and reporter proteins that allow the use of light to either control or report
molecular processes in specific cell populations within networks of heterologous cell types. a, Optical reporting and control are
exemplified respectively by a voltage-sensitive fluorescent protein (VSFP2, left) and a light-sensitive ion channel (ChR2, top right)
or ion pump [Np-halorhodopsin (NpHR), bottom right] that are directly gated by photoabsorption. Membrane potential traces are
schematically indicated in red. VSFP2 reports action potential firing via an optical signal (green trace), while light is used to induce
(ChR2) or inhibit (NpHR) action potential generation via the activity of actuator proteins. b, Optogenetic reporters and actuators
can be selectively expressed in specific sets of neurons using genetic techniques. c, Light may be delivered (and collected) either by
simple epi-illumination optics or more precisely targeted configurations, such as via fiber optics. Combinations of both methods
can be used to investigate causality between the activity of specific neuronal populations and behavior.
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channels have been extensively studied and were therefore the
obvious choice for the first generation of FP-based voltage probes
(for recent reviews, see Baker et al., 2008; Perron et al., 2009a).
Two of the early voltage sensor designs (Flash and SPARC) were
based on the molecular insertion of an FP into a potassium chan-
nel subunit or a sodium channel (Siegel and Isacoff, 1997; Ataka
and Pieribone, 2002). Concurrently, the Knöpfel laboratory con-
ceptualized a design for voltage-sensitive FPs (VSFPs) based on
the fusion of an isolated voltage sensor domain to an FP reporter
construct (Sakai et al., 2001). This work led to the development of
first-generation VSFP1s, which can function in non-neuronal
mammalian cells. Unfortunately, only a small fraction of these
first-generation reporters (Flash, SPARC, and VSFP1) localized
to the plasma membranes of neurons, hindering their application
for the monitoring of activity in neuronal networks.

More recently, the derivation of probes with highly efficient
membrane targeting based on the voltage-sensing domain (VSD)
of Ciona intestinalis voltage sensor-containing phosphatase has
helped to catapult this field of research forward (Dimitrov et al.,
2007). The initial prototypes of these second-generation VSFP2
probes proved capable of reporting membrane potential tran-
sients following the kinetics of synaptic potentials and action
potentials recorded from mammalian neurons (Dimitrov et al.,
2007). However, additional tuning for response speed and dy-
namic range, as well as implementation of appropriate gene
transfer strategies, were required to convincingly demonstrate
voltage reporting in neurons embedded within intact tissue (for
details, see Akemann et al., 2010).

While the second-generation VSFP2s incorporate a FRET
pair, the early identification of a FRET-independent component
gave rise to a series of VSFP3 probes (Lundby et al., 2008; Perron
et al., 2009b). Because VSFP3s contain a single FP, it became a
straightforward process to generate variants for essentially any
color represented by an FP. These probes offer the advantages of
broad coverage of the color spectrum and fast kinetics, but their
dynamic range is much smaller than that of VSFP2s. VSFP3s are
the first genetically encoded probes for membrane voltage with
which optical recordings from patch-clamped neurons have been
reported (Perron et al., 2009b).

For imaging under in vivo recording conditions, VSFP2-type
probes are advantageous because ratiometric measurements al-
low separation of hemodynamic and movement-related signals
from voltage signals. Recently, VSFP2s were expressed in pyrami-
dal cells of the mouse somatosensory cortex to demonstrate for
the first time that these probes are capable of reporting cortical
electrical responses to single sensory stimuli in vivo (Akemann et
al., 2010). After passing this benchmark, we expect that the ability
of VSFPs to report faster signals, along with genetic targeting, will
allow new approaches to the study of the dynamic interaction of
assemblies of neurons. This will facilitate the investigation of
fundamental questions of information processing in the brain,
such as the circuit operations involved in sensing our environ-
ment and generation of body movements, but will also be appli-
cable to directly visualize cognitive functions.

Genetically encoded calcium indicators for optical recording
of brain activity
Genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) can be used to
monitor calcium transients in living cells and organisms. In gen-
eral, GECIs consist of a calcium-binding domain (e.g., calmodu-
lin or troponin C) fused to one or two FPs (Fig. 2a– c). In
single-FP GECIs, the fluorescence intensity of a circularly per-
muted FP is modulated by calcium binding-dependent changes

in the chromophore environment (Baird et al., 1999; Nagai et al.,
2001; Nakai et al., 2001). In two-FP GECIs, such as cameleon,
calcium binding allosterically modulates the relative donor–ac-
ceptor emission spectra through a distance- and orientation-
dependent change in FRET (Miyawaki et al., 1997; Heim and
Griesbeck, 2004). In many cases, a conformational actuator, such
as the M13 peptide, is included in the fusion protein to enhance
the conformational change and fluorescence modulation. GECIs
have been iteratively improved and are becoming useful for im-
aging neural activity in vivo. The calmodulin-based FRET sensor
D3cpV (Palmer et al., 2006) has been used to detect single action
potentials (APs) in organotypic mouse brain slices and in vivo in
layer 2/3 somatosensory cortical neurons (Wallace et al., 2008).
Recently, another sensor derived from cameleon, YC3.60 (Nagai
et al., 2004), was reported to allow in vivo detection of single APs
with a sensitivity comparable to D3cpV, but with faster kinetics
and minimal saturation while reporting bursts of up to 10 APs
(Lütcke et al., 2010). Likewise, the troponin C-based FRET sensor

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the three major GECI classes. a, Schematic of the
single-FP GECI sensing mechanism. Upon calcium binding, conformational changes in the CaM/
M13 complex induce fluorescence changes in the circularly permuted GFP (cpEGFP). b, The
cameleon family of FRET-based GECIs. A calcium-dependent increase in FRET between a cyan
fluorescent protein (CFP) and yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) FRET pair is coupled to the bind-
ing of calmodulin to the M13 peptide. c, Troponin C-based FRET GECIs. Binding of calcium to
troponin C induces conformational changes and an increase in FRET between CFP and YFP. d,
Imaging neural activity with GCaMP3 using a two-photon microscope in awake, behaving mice.
GCaMP3 expression in layer 2/3 neurons of the primary motor cortex at 72 d postinjection (scale
bar, 30 mm) and �F/F traces of individual cells (black lines). Relative treadmill movement
indicated by red line. F, forward; B, backward; eCFP, enhanced CFP; ROI, region of interest.
Adapted from Tian et al., 2009.
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TN-XXL has been used for chronic in vivo activity imaging in
mice and flies (Mank et al., 2008). The single-FP sensor GCaMP3
achieves high expression and sensitivity with no apparent cyto-
toxicity or behavioral phenotype in Caenorhabditis elegans and
Drosophila (Tian et al., 2009). Long-term overexpression of
GCaMP3 in the rodent cortex sometimes led to a cytomorbid
phenotype characterized by filled cells and nuclei, decreased sen-
sor response, and lower excitability; similar outcomes were ob-
served with other GECIs tested (Tian et al., 2009). The precise
cause of this cytomorbidity is not yet known. Lowering GECI
expression level may resolve this problem as no adverse effects
were apparent in transgenic mice expressing GCamP2 (Díez-
García et al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2009).

Experiments with GCaMP3 have demonstrated the detection
of single action potentials in pyramidal neurons in acute mouse
brain slices, and long-term imaging studies with GCaMP3 re-
vealed large fluorescence changes in the motor cortices of behav-
ing mice over the course of months, with the capacity to detect
trains of 3–20 APs with linearity (Fig. 2d) (Tian et al., 2009).

As each biological system or cell type employs different
calcium-signaling mechanisms, a GECI with high sensitivity in
one setting may not be the best fit under different conditions—a
fact that needs to be considered when developing and choosing
GECIs for neurophysiological applications. GECI developers
need to establish a multistep screening paradigm, including a
primary screen that enables characterization of brightness, cal-
cium sensitivity, dynamic range, and kinetics with high through-
put while capturing as many aspects of intact preparations (e.g.,
calcium buffering and cytopathicity) as possible. Advanced vali-
dation can be achieved by performing two-photon imaging of
GECI responses to back-propagating action potentials in acute
brain slices, which recapitulates many aspects of in vivo func-
tional imaging (e.g., allowing for long-term expression and ob-
servation of developmental effects), while allowing moderate
throughput (in conjunction with in utero electroporation). Be-
cause of greater imaging depth, motion artifacts, and hemody-
namics, in vivo imaging has more challenging signal-to-noise
requirements, and before deployment it is necessary to identify
the best candidates based on testing in an in vivo preparation.
Neuroscientists should ideally select the most appropriate probe
for their specific application by comparing several GECIs under
identical conditions (e.g., expression cassette, expression time
and level, cell type, and stimuli) in their system. Careful experi-
ments will also be required to determine the effects of GECI
expression on cells and circuits.

Ongoing and future neurophysiological applications of
GECIs will take advantage of their ability to target specific cell
populations while allowing for optical detection of action poten-
tial firing at the single cell level. These features are particularly
well suited for the identification of neuronal assemblies that are
recruited during specific circuit operations.

Quieting neural activity with light
The last few years have seen rapid innovation in the arena of
light-driven neural silencers. The first generation of such opto-
genetic tools included rat rhodopsin 4 (RO4), which, when
expressed in neurons, can couple with endogenous GIRK po-
tassium channels via endogenous Gi/o G-proteins to enable light-
induced neural hyperpolarization (Li et al., 2005). It should be
noted, however, that RO4 exhibits relatively slow current onset
and offset kinetics due to the slow nature of the signaling cascades
involved. On the other hand, the light-driven inward chloride
pump halorhodopsin from Natronomonas pharaonis (Halo/

NpHR) mediates much more rapid hyperpolarization in neurons
upon illumination with yellow light, with onset and offset in tens
of milliseconds (Han and Boyden, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007). Al-
though useful as a proof of concept or as a tool for confronting
specific neuroscience questions, the light-driven currents medi-
ated by natural halorhodopsins are still small compared with the
currents needed to effectively silence neurons in the awake mam-
malian brain. Furthermore, the N. pharaonis halorhodopsin has a
tendency to form aggregates when expressed at high levels in
neurons (Gradinaru et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008) and enters into
an electrogenically inactive state that persists for tens of minutes
when illuminated for extended periods of time (Han and Boyden,
2007; Chow et al., 2010), although this phenomenon can be re-
versed using pulses of blue light. Improved neural silencers have
subsequently been generated via diverse methodologies. One ap-
proach is to boost halorhodopsin expression levels by append-
ing sequences from other mammalian proteins at the N and C
termini that boost trafficking of halorhodopsin to the cell mem-
brane (Gradinaru et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008). This results in
higher peak currents but presumably would not improve recov-
ery from the inactive state or other potential side effects of ex-
pressing halorhodopsins in cells (Tønnesen et al., 2009).

A genomic screen searching for novel, naturally occurring,
light-driven neural silencers revealed that the green light-driven
outward proton pump archaerhodopsin-3 from Halorubrum
sodomense (Arch) could safely and effectively mediate light-
driven hyperpolarizing currents exceeding 900 pA—sufficient to
achieve near-total neural silencing in an awake, behaving mouse
(Fig. 3a). Arch-mediated proton pumping is well tolerated in
neurons because the pH fluctuations triggered in response to
illumination are self-limiting to levels comparable to those
mediated by channelrhodopsins (ChRs) (Nagel et al., 2003;
Tønnesen et al., 2009) or natural neural activity. The same
genomic screen also yielded other novel neural silencing reagents
with varying spectral activation properties, such that neurons
expressing different reagents can be inhibited by different colors
of light (Fig. 3b) (Chow et al., 2010). Ongoing innovations in this
area include the identification of more light-sensitive reagents
with faster kinetics by mining new genomes, as shown in a recent
study demonstrating transient optical silencing of the activity of
neurons in the rhesus monkey brain to near-zero activity levels
(Han et al., 2010), and the characterization of new, multi-color-
responsive sets of neural silencers (Klapoetke et al., 2010).

Exciting neuronal activity by light
ChRs are algal light-gated channel proteins that nonselectively
conduct cations when stimulated by visible light. These unique
channels allow neuroscientists to optically depolarize transfected
neurons, providing a valuable tool for studying neural circuitry.
Both native (ChR2, VChR1) and engineered (ChIEF, ChETA,
ChR2/C128X/D156A, ChR2/H134R) ChR variants can effec-
tively depolarize transfected neurons in response to light (Boyden
et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009;
Bamann et al., 2010; Gunaydin et al., 2010), although many of
these ChRs remain incompletely characterized. The biophysical
properties of a given ChR variant and the membrane properties
of the transfected neurons (capacitance, resistance, and voltage-
gated channel expression) determine the effectiveness and tem-
poral precision of light-induced membrane depolarization.
Altering the membrane properties of neurons of interest is
generally undesirable or unfeasible, and therefore it would be
beneficial to engineer optimized ChR variants. The key prop-
erties influencing the effectiveness of ChRs include channel
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conductance, ion selectivity, channel ki-
netics, desensitization, and recovery
from desensitization, light sensitivity,
spectral response, and membrane expres-
sion/trafficking. ChR2, the most com-
monly used ChR, has fast kinetics,
responds strongly to blue-green light, and
is highly expressed at neuronal mem-
branes, but is also strongly desensitized by
continuous or pulsed light, leading to in-
consistent responses when such stimuli
are used to depolarize the membrane
(Boyden et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2009). In-
troduction of an H134R mutation mod-
estly reduces the level of desensitization
and increases light sensitivity at the ex-
pense of channel kinetics (Nagel et al.,
2005; Lin et al., 2009). The use of ChETA
(ChR2/E125T) does not alter the level of
desensitization but increases channel ki-
netics at the expense of light sensitivity
and reduced photocurrent (Gunaydin et
al., 2010). The ChR variant ChIEF exhibits
greatly reduced desensitization and iden-
tical kinetics and conductance to ChR2,
making it the most consistent and ideal
ChR for photostimulation experiments to
date (Lin et al., 2009). The improved ex-
pression and membrane trafficking of ChIEF in mammalian cells
are likely to result in toxicity when overexpressed in neuronal
membranes, but modifications that hinder membrane trafficking
or reduce expression levels of ChIEF should make it a more suit-

able neuroscientific tool than ChR2. ChR2 with C128X/D156A
mutations displays enhanced light sensitivity but slow channel
kinetics, and many additional properties of the C128X/D156A
variants are not available in the existing literature (Schoenen-
berger et al., 2009; Bamann et al., 2010). VChR1 has a wide spec-

Figure 3. Quieting neural activity with light. a, Neural activity in a representative neuron expressing Arch (i) before, during, and after 5 s of illumination with yellow light, shown as a spike raster
plot in which each spike is represented by a dot. This is displayed above a histogram that shows spike firing rate for each 20-ms-duration period throughout the light delivery process, averaged across
trials. The bottom (ii) depicts the averaged instantaneous firing rate in a population of Arch-expressing neurons before, during and after yellow light illumination (black line, mean; gray lines,
mean � SE; data from 13 neurons). b, Multicolor silencing of two neural populations, enabled by ion pumps of different classes that are selectively induced by blue (Mac) or red (Halo) light. i, Action
spectra of Mac versus Halo; rectangles indicate filter bandwidths used for multicolor silencing in vitro. Blue light illumination was achieved via a 470 � 20 nm filter at 5.3 mW/mm 2, and red light
illumination was achieved via a 630 � 15 nm filter at 2.1 mW/mm 2. Action potentials evoked by current injection into patch-clamped cultured neurons transfected with Halo (ii) were selectively
silenced by the red light but not the blue light, while the opposite was true for neurons expressing Mac (iii). Adapted from Chow et al., 2010.

Figure 4. Control of intracellular signal transduction by light. a, A plasma membrane-targeted phytochrome undergoes dimer-
ization with a yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged PIF protein exposed to red light, which can be reversed by illumination with
infrared light. b, This system can be used to translocate a targeted activator protein to the plasma membrane, enabling optoge-
netic control of a large number of biochemical signaling pathways.
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tral response ranging from 400 to 600 nm but also has slow
kinetics (Zhang et al., 2008), and its use as a neuroscientific tool is
limited at present. More detailed comparisons and suggested uses
of these various ChRs have been published in some recent reviews
(Lin, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010).

Future engineering of ChRs for neuroscience applications
should focus on the development of proteins that offer beneficial
properties (e.g., higher conductance, narrower spectrum, red-
shifted spectra, or faster kinetics) without sacrificing the ad-
vantages seen in existing ChRs, such as light sensitivity and
conductance.

Control of intracellular signal transduction by light
Plant phytochromes and phytochrome-interacting factors (PIFs)
undergo a light-gated dimerization cycle, associating strongly
when stimulated by red light and dissociating when subsequently
stimulated by infrared light (Quail, 2002). Given the ubiquity of
protein–protein interactions as a mode of regulation via func-
tional recruitment to macromolecular complexes or subcellular
localization, the application of such light-gated protein interac-
tion pairs to neuronal signaling networks could enable the opto-
genetic control of a wide range of biochemical processes
important to adaptation, plasticity, and development of intact
nervous systems. The phytochrome–PIF system was first demon-
strated as an optogenetic tool in yeast to recruit a transcriptional
transactivation domain to a DNA-binding domain to reversibly
and quantitatively control transcription with the application of
red and infrared light (Shimizu-Sato et al., 2002). This suggests
the possibility of targeting the expression of other genetic tools by
inducing transcription with light at specific times and places
instead of controlling specificity with known promoters. The
general principle of this system is illustrated in Figure 4. A phy-
tochrome–PIF pair adapted for use in mammalian cells was
shown to be capable of regulating monomeric G-protein signal-
ing in a spatiotemporally programmable fashion based on light-
directed membrane translocation of an upstream activator
(Levskaya et al., 2009). This system was used to demonstrate the
first optogenetic perturbation of cell morphology via spatially
modulated red and infrared light. The principle drawback of us-
ing this system in vivo is the requirement of a chromophore,
phycocyanobilin (PCB), which is non-native to mammalian tis-
sue. However, this difficulty could be readily overcome by using
exogenously supplied PCB or by engineering a biliverdin-binding
phytochrome variant.

Future directions
For all of the genetically encoded tools described above— both
actuator and reporter proteins—advanced versions are already
available and ready for use in neurobiological experiments. How-
ever, further progress in the development of these optogenetic
resources is both highly desirable and feasible. We anticipate the
rapid emergence of new probes with better signal-to-noise ratio
and faster kinetics. More importantly, we eagerly await the devel-
opment of good voltage and calcium probes that operate in the
red or infrared spectrum. Such extension of the spectral range is
also an important future direction for the improvement of mem-
brane depolarizers and hyperpolarizers.

This current generation of available and emerging optoge-
netic techniques for the selective targeting of cell types and spe-
cific locations within the nervous system is only the beginning.
The future will see more extensive exploitation of strategies for
the expression of probes within particular subsets of functionally

related neurons, including inducible promoters and conditional
expression via the Cre/lox system, as well as methods of gene
transfer using viral carriers, transsynaptic carriers, and transgenic
techniques (Wickersham et al., 2007; Boldogkoi et al., 2009).
Broader implementation of the established genetic toolbox will
bring the neuroscience community closer to the goal of optically
interrogating and controlling specific subsets of neurons to elu-
cidate their specific functions in the execution or regulation of
defined behaviors.
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